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Important Information
This presentation is furnished on a confidential basis exclusively to the named recipient of this presentation (the “Recipient”) and is not for redistribution or public use. The data and information presented are for
informational purposes only. The information contained herein should be treated in a confidential manner and may not be transmitted, reproduced or used in whole or in part for any other purpose, nor may it be
disclosed without the prior written consent of Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. L.P. (together with its affiliates, “KKR”). By accepting this material, the Recipient agrees not to distribute or provide this information to any
other person. The information is qualified in its entirety by reference to the Limited Partnership Agreement, Confidential Private Placement Memorandum of the Fund (the “Memorandum”) and Subscription Agreement
of the Fund (as defined below), each as amended and/or restated from time to time (the “Fund Documents”).
The interests in the funds referenced herein (collectively, the “Fund”) advised by KKR (the “Interests”) have not been approved or disapproved by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) or by the
securities regulatory authority of any state or of any other jurisdiction. The Interests have not been registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), the securities laws of any other
state or the securities laws of any other jurisdiction, nor is such registration contemplated. The Fund will not be registered as an investment company under the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (the “1940
Act”). Consequently, limited partners of the Fund are not afforded the protections of the 1940 Act. The Fund may utilize leverage and may also engage in bona fide hedging transactions in connection with the
acquisition, holding, financing, refinancing or disposition of investments, including foreign currency hedging, swaps and other derivative contracts or instruments. Any amount paid by the Fund for or resulting from such
sales, contracts or instruments will be treated as investment-related expenses.
This presentation is furnished for the sole purpose of providing certain information about KKR and the Fund. This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of any offer to buy any security issued
by the Fund, which may only be made at the time a qualified offeree receives a Memorandum describing the offering and related subscription agreement. These securities shall not be offered or sold in any jurisdiction
in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful until the requirements of the laws of such jurisdiction have been satisfied. An investment in the Fund will entail a high degree of risk and no assurance can be
given that the Fund’s investment objective will be achieved. Interests issued by the Fund are not registered under the Securities Act of 1933 or the securities laws of any US state or otherwise with any US regulatory
authority. Nothing set forth in this presentation is or shall be deemed to be investment advice or the offer of investment advice to any recipient hereof.
The information in this presentation is only as current as the date indicated, and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or
other advice nor is it to be relied on in making an investment or other decision. This presentation should not be viewed as a current or past recommendation or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities or to
adopt any investment strategy.
Private funds, such as the Fund, are speculative investments and are not suitable for all investors, nor do they represent a complete investment program. Private funds are available only to qualified investors who are
comfortable with the substantial risks associated with investing in private funds. An investment in a private fund includes the risks inherent in an investment in securities. There can be no assurance that an investment
strategy will be successful.
Investors in a private fund, such as the Fund, may have no right to or a limited right to redeem or transfer their interests in a private fund. No Interests will be listed on an exchange and it is not expected that there will
be a secondary market for any Interests. Because of the nature of the trading activities, the results of the Fund’s operations may be volatile from month to month and from period to period. An investor could lose all or a
substantial portion of his/her/its investment. The Fund’s manager or advisor has total trading authority over the Fund and may be subject to various conflicts of interest. No secondary public market for the sale of Fund
interests (“Interests”) exists, nor is one likely to develop. The ability to redeem Interests is limited and subject to certain restrictions and conditions under the Fund’s Partnership Agreement and/or the Memorandum.
The Fund may be subject to substantial charges for management, advisory and brokerage fees. It may be necessary for those pools that are subject to these charges to make substantial trading profits to avoid depletion
or exhaustion of their assets. The Fund will engage in trading on non-U.S. exchanges and markets. The net asset value of the Fund may be determined by its administrator in consultation with its manager or advisor, or
based on information from the manager of the Fund, and may include valuations for unrealized investments.
The information in this presentation may contain projections or other forward-looking statements regarding future events, targets or expectations regarding the Fund or the strategies described herein, and is only
current as of the date indicated. There is no assurance that such events or targets will be achieved, and may be significantly different from that shown here. The information in this Presentation, including statements
concerning financial market trends, is based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. Past performance is not necessarily indicative
of future results and there can be no assurance that any Fund will achieve comparable results or that investors in a Fund will not lose any of their invested capital. Historic market trends are not reliable indicators of
actual future market behavior or future performance of any particular investment which may differ materially, and should not be relied upon as such. Opinions or statements regarding financial market trends are based
on current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. References to a target portfolio and allocations of such a portfolio refer to a hypothetical allocation of assets and not an actual portfolio.
Certain hypothetical data and estimates presented herein are based upon assumptions made by KKR professionals. No representation or warranty is made as to the reasonableness of the assumptions made or that all
assumptions used have been stated or fully considered. Actual performance may differ substantially from the forecasted performance presented. Changes in the assumptions may have a material impact on the
forecasted performance presented. The data presented represents the assumptions and estimates of the KKR Real Estate investment team and is believed by KKR to be reliable; however, KKR does not guarantee or give
any warranty as to the accuracy, adequacy, timeliness or completeness of such assumptions. Nothing contained herein may be relied upon as a guarantee, promise or forecast or a representation as to the future.
KKR Credit currently conducts its activities through the following advisory entities: KKR Credit Advisors (US) LLC, which is authorized and regulated by the SEC, KKR Credit Advisors (Ireland) Unlimited Company, which is
authorized and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland, and KKR Credit Advisors (EMEA) LLP, which is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Employees of KKR Credit Advisors (US) LLC, and KKR Capital Markets LLC located in the United States are dual employees of Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. L.P.
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Important Information
References to “assets under management” or “AUM” represent the assets under management that are reported by KKR & Co. Inc. (NYSE: KKR) as a public company. This definition of AUM includes assets managed or
advised by KKR from which KKR is entitled to receive a fee or carried interest from fund investors and other investment vehicles, capital committed by KKR as a general partner to its funds, and a pro rata portion of the
AUM of certain third party managers based on KKR’s ownership percentage in them. KKR’s definition of AUM is not based on any definition of AUM that may be set forth in the agreements governing the investment
funds, vehicles or accounts that KKR manages or calculated pursuant to any regulatory definitions.
General discussions contained within this presentation regarding the market or market conditions represent the view of either the source cited or KKR. Nothing contained herein is intended to predict the performance
of any investment. There can be no assurance that actual outcomes will match the assumptions or that actual returns will match any expected returns. The information contained herein is as of September 30, 2021,
unless otherwise indicated, is subject to change, and KKR assumes no obligation to update the information herein. The delivery of this presentation at any given time shall not give rise to any implication that there has
been no change in the facts set forth in this presentation since that date. Certain of the information contained herein, particularly in respect of market data, economic and other forecasts, and information regarding
portfolio companies is from third party sources. While KKR generally considers these sources to be reliable, KKR does not represent that such information is accurate or complete, and KKR has not undertaken any
independent review of such information.
This presentation contains a summary of the Fund’s limited partnership agreement, including the exhibits thereto (as amended, restated or otherwise modified from time to time, the “Partnership Agreement”) and
certain other documents referred to herein. However, summaries set forth in this presentation do not purport to be complete and are subject to and qualified in their entirety by reference to the Partnership Agreement
and such other documents. In the event that the descriptions in or terms of this presentation are inconsistent with or contrary to the descriptions in or terms of the Partnership Agreement or such other documents, the
Partnership Agreement and such other documents shall control.
Participation of KKR Private Equity, KKR Capital Markets and KKR Capstone personnel in the Strategy’s investment activities is subject to applicable law and inside information barrier policies and procedures, which may
limit the involvement of such personnel in certain circumstances and the ability of KKR Credit to leverage such integration with KKR. Discussions with KKR Senior Advisors and employees of KKR's managed portfolio
companies are also subject to inside Information barrier policies and procedures, which may restrict or limit discussions and/or collaborations with KKR Credit.
With respect to the information presented in this Presentation related to Drawbridge Realty Partners, LP (“Drawbridge”) and Drawbridge Realty Management, LLC, the investment advisor to Drawbridge (together with
its affiliates, “DRM”), prospective investors should note that KKR does not act as an investment adviser to Drawbridge or any portfolio investment of Drawbridge. In 2014, KKR made a balance sheet investment in the
recapitalization of DRM, a real estate investment manager that sponsors Drawbridge, an open-end fund focusing on single tenant office properties. Although major decisions with respect to the business of Drawbridge
are subject to the approval of KKR and certain KKR personnel are members of DRM’s board and in that capacity have voting rights in respect of acquisitions and dispositions of each Drawbridge investment, the
Drawbridge management team (and not KKR) is responsible for the day-to-day operations of Drawbridge (including with respect to origination, underwriting and management of Drawbridge’s investments). The
respective businesses of KKR and DRM are independently managed and operated. The information presented in this Presentation related to Drawbridge is included to illustrate the experience of KKR in making strategic
investments in third party real estate management platforms and the experience of certain senior members of the KKR real estate team with respect to the acquisition of single tenant office core plus and value-add
investments. Prospective investors should not rely upon the past performance or reputation of Drawbridge, DRM, their respective affiliates or related investment products when considering an investment in the
Interests.
KKR Credit and KKR Capital Markets and other members of the KKR group, with the sole exception of KKR Alternative Investment Management are not registered as an alternative investment fund manager (“AIFM”)
under EU Directive 61/2011 on alternative investment fund managers (the “AIFMD”). Moreover, certain of the products offered by members of the KKR group do not qualify as alternative investment funds (“AIFs”)
under the AIFMD. No member of the KKR group, including KKR Alternative Investment Management, intends to engage in marketing of any product discussed in this presentation in any member state of the European
Union or European Economic Area (each a “Member State”) other than in compliance with the AIFMD.
In relation to each Member State, which has implemented the AIFMD, the KKR European real estate strategy will only be offered or placed in a Member State to the extent that: (1) such KKR European real estate
strategy is permitted to be marketed to professional investors in the relevant Member State in accordance with AIFMD (as implemented into the local law/regulation of the relevant Member State); or (2) the KKR
European real estate strategy may otherwise be lawfully offered or placed in that Member State (including at the initiative of the investor). In any event, this presentation will only be distributed in accordance with the
requirements of the laws and regulations of the applicable Member State.
References to “Senior Advisors,” “Industry Advisors” and “Real Estate Consultants” refer to certain third-party consultants who provide, among other things, additional operational and strategic insights into KKR’s
investments. While they are not employees or affiliates of KKR, Senior Advisors, Real Estate Consultants and Industry Advisors may serve on the boards of portfolio entities, assist KKR in evaluating individual investment
opportunities, and support the operations of KKR portfolio companies. Fees and expenses of Senior Advisors, Real Estate Consultants and Industry Advisors may be allocated to the Fund to the extent that such services
relate to the Fund’s investment strategy or to investments or potential investments of the Fund, and such fees will not be credited against any other fees paid or payable by investors in the Fund. References to “KKR
Advisors” are to individuals who were formerly employees of KKR and are engaged as consultants for KKR. KKR Advisors are not affiliates of KKR. Compensation of KKR Advisors will not be borne by the Fund; however,
KKR Advisors may serve on the boards of portfolio entities and any fees paid to KKR Advisors by portfolio entities will not be credited against any other fees paid or payable by investors in the Fund.
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The targeted returns presented herein are hypothetical in nature and are shown for illustrative, informational purposes only. Such targeted returns are not intended to forecast or predict future events, but rather to
indicate the returns for real estate investments that KKR expects to seek to achieve on the Fund’s overall portfolio of investments. It does not reflect the actual or expected returns of any portfolio strategy. Such target
returns are based on KKR’s belief about the returns that may be achievable on investments that the Fund intend to pursue in light of the experience of KKR and KKR’s real estate team with similar investments historically
(in particular, investments of KKR Real Estate Partners Europe LP) their view of current market conditions, potential investment opportunities that KKR is currently or has recently reviewed, projected cash flows and
future valuations of target assets, availability of financing and certain assumptions about investing conditions (including interest rates and currency markets) and market fluctuation or recovery, anticipated contingencies
and regulatory issues. Targeted returns on specific investments are based on models, estimates and assumptions about performance believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. There is no guarantee that the
facts on which such assumptions are based will materialize as anticipated, that market conditions will not deteriorate or that investment opportunities satisfying the Fund’s targeted returns will be available. Any changes
in such assumptions, market conditions or availability of investments may have a material impact on the target return presented. Actual events and conditions may differ materially from those used to establish target
returns. Any target return is hypothetical and is not a guarantee of future performance. There can be no assurance that investors will receive a return of capital or that the Fund will achieve its overall target return.
Target returns for individual investments may be greater or less than the Fund’s overall target gross or net returns. Individual investments may be acquired that have an anticipated internal rate of return below or above
the Fund’s overall targeted return. Prospective investors should note that the targeted gross returns do not account for the effects of inflation and do not reflect the management fees, “carried interest,” taxes,
transaction costs and other expenses that will be borne by investors in the Fund, which will reduce returns and, in the aggregate, are expected to be substantial. Targeted returns are subject to significant economic,
market and other uncertainties that may adversely affect the performance of any investments. Targeted returns may change over time and may go down as well as up. The timing of the realization of an asset (which
may be required, for example, at the end of the life of the Fund) may materially impact the returns generated by such investment. Prospective investors are encouraged to contact the representatives of KKR to discuss
the procedures and methodologies (including assumptions) used to calculate targeted returns.
"Gross IRR" and "Gross MOIC" represent the aggregate, compound, annualized (except as noted below), annual internal rate of return or multiple of invested capital, respectively, calculated on the basis of cash flows to
and from all partners, but disregarding the payment by limited partners (or, in the case of unrealized investments, accrual) of carried interest, management fees and organizational expenses which will reduce returns
and, in the aggregate, are expected to be substantial. Calculations of Gross IRR at the investment level use the date of the investment itself, without regard to whether the investment was initially funded by investor
capital contributions or by an external subscription credit facility that was later repaid with investor capital contributions. For calculations of Gross IRR at the investment level, the applicable "end" date for such
calculations is the date the wire hits the fund's bank account. Calculations of Gross IRR at the fund level use the date of contribution by fund investors to the fund for the relevant investment (i.e., the due date for the
capital call notice). For calculations of Gross IRR at the fund level, the applicable "end" date is the date of distribution from the fund to investors (i.e., the date the fund wires cash to investors). Generally, with respect to
funds that borrow on a temporary basis prior to calling capital, if calculations of Gross IRR at the fund level used the dates of each investment rather than the dates of each contribution by fund investors, then the Gross
IRR would be lower since the calculation would incorporate longer periods of time. As of September 30, 2021, the Gross IRR for the REPE I Main Fund calculated in this manner would be 14.9% (instead of 16.1%) and for
the REPE I EEA Parallel Fund would be 12.6% (instead of 13.6%) and the Gross IRR for REPE II USD Fund calculated in this manner would be 32.0% (instead of 23.5%) and for the REPE II EUR Fund would be 31.6% (instead
of 22.9%). Note that the Gross IRR for each of the REPE I Main Fund and the REPE II USD Fund is calculated in USD and the Gross IRR for each of the REPE I EEA Parallel Fund and the REPE II EUR Fund is calculated in EUR.
In calculating Gross MOIC, KKR uses figures for the cost and total value of investments that have been rounded to the nearest $100,000. "Gross Multiple of Cost (in local currency)" means the multiple of invested capital
calculated at the investment level, and thus does not take into consideration carried interest, management fees and organizational expenses to be borne at the Fund level which will reduce returns and, in the aggregate,
are expected to be substantial. The Gross IRR for any fund within its first year (beginning from the date of the first contributions by limited partners) has not been annualized.
References to "Net IRR" are to the aggregate, compound, annualized (except as noted below), annual internal rate of return calculated on the basis of cash flows to and from the limited partners only, including the
payment by limited partners of applicable carried interest (whether actually paid or, for unrealized investments, accrued), management fees and organizational expenses. Calculations of Net IRR use the date of
contribution by fund investors to the fund for the relevant investment (i.e., the due date for the capital call notice) and use the date of distribution from the fund to investors (i.e., the date the fund wires cash to
investors). Generally, with respect to funds that borrow on a temporary basis prior to calling capital, if calculations of Net IRR at the fund level used the dates of each investment rather than the dates of each
contribution by fund investors, then the Net IRR would be lower since the calculation would incorporate longer periods of time. As of September 30, 2021, the Net IRR for the REPE I Main Fund calculated in this manner
would be 10.2% (instead of 10.9%) and the Net IRR for the REPE I EEA Parallel Fund calculated in this manner would be 9.0% (instead of 9.6%) and the Net IRR for the REPE II USD Fund calculated in this manner would be
27.2% (instead of 19.7%) and the the Net IRR for REPE II EUR Fund calculated in this manner would be 19.6% (instead of 13.6%). Note that the Net IRR for each of the REPE I Main Fund and the REPE II USD Fund is
calculated in USD and the Net IRR for each of the REPE I EEA Parallel Fund and the REPE II EUR Fund is calculated in EUR. The Net IRR for any fund within its first year (beginning from the date of the first capital
contribution by limited partners) has not been annualized.
References to "Net Multiple of Invested Capital" or "Net Multiple" when presented at the fund level are to the multiple of invested capital calculated net of applicable carried interest (whether actually paid or, for
unrealized investments, accrued) but not net of management fees, organizational expenses borne by limited partners or expenses (deal specific and non-deal specific) that have not been paid out of investment
proceeds. When presented at the fund level, "Net Multiple" is calculated as an average return for all included investors (other than the general partner of the relevant fund), and does not necessarily reflect the actual
return of any particular investor.
If management fees, organizational expenses and expenses (deal specific and non-deal specific) that have not been paid out of investment proceeds were taken into consideration when calculating "Net Multiple" at the
fund level, they would reduce the Net Multiples reported. Net multiples do include the investment by affiliates of the general partner and proprietary limited partners, some of whom may pay reduced and/or no carried
interest, which has the general effect of increasing net multiples since net multiples are average returns for all included investors.
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While KKR Real Estate projections regarding the performance of unrealized investments and the unrealized portion of partially realized investments are based on assumptions that KKR Real Estate believes are
reasonable under the circumstances, the actual realized returns on a Fund's unrealized investments will depend on, among other factors, future operating results, the value of the assets and market conditions at the
time of disposition, any related transaction costs and the timing and manner of sale, all of which may differ from the assumptions on which the valuations used in the prior performance data contained herein are based.
Accordingly, the actual realized return of these unrealized investments may differ materially from the returns indicated herein.
As a global investment management firm, KKR sponsors and advises, and expects, in the future, to sponsor and advise, a broad range of investment funds, vehicles, and other accounts that make investments worldwide.
KKR also makes investments for its own account, including, for example, through investment and co-investment vehicles established for KKR personnel, Senior Advisors, Industry Advisors, KKR Capstone and certain other
associated persons of KKR, KKR Credit or any KKR affiliates. In addition, KKR and/or its affiliates may establish proprietary investment accounts invested directly or through various proprietary investment vehicles,
including, without limitation, accounts through which it invests primarily for its own investment purposes and proprietary accounts established primarily for the purposes of developing, evaluating and testing potential
investment strategies or products. Actual, potential or apparent conflicts of interest may arise as a result of the relationships between KKR and its affiliates and its investment funds and accounts, including KKR's
proprietary accounts. Certain KKR investment vehicles and KKR accounts currently do and will in the future invest in securities, properties, and other assets in which KKR Funds may invest and/or in other securities or
interests issued by an issuer in which KKR Funds may invest or otherwise do or may in the future have investment objectives, programs, strategies and positions that are similar to, or may conflict with or otherwise
deviate from, those of KKR Funds and may compete with, and have interests adverse to, the KKR Funds. Investment committee members and other KKR professionals who participate in investment decisions made on
behalf of the KKR Funds and other KKR investment vehicles may be involved in the investment activities of KKR Accounts.
Potential loss of investment — No guarantee or representation is made that the investment program used by KKR will be successful. The Fund represents a speculative investment and involves a high degree of risk. An
investment in the Fund should be discretionary capital set aside strictly for speculative purposes. Investors must have the financial ability, sophistication/experience and willingness to bear the risks of an investment in
the Fund. An investment in the Fund is not suitable for all investors. An investor could lose or a substantial portion of his/her/its investment. Only qualified eligible investors may invest in the Fund. Because of the nature
of the trading activities, the results of the Fund's operations may be volatile from month to month and from period to period. Accordingly, investors should understand that past performance is not indicative of future
results. Private funds typically represent that their returns have a low correlation to the major market indices. Investors should be aware that private equity funds may incur losses both when major indices are rising and
falling.
Use of leverage — The Fund may utilize leverage and may also invest in forward contracts, options, swaps and over-the-counter derivative instruments, among others. Like other leveraged investments, trading in these
securities may result in losses in excess of the amount invested.
Regulatory risk — The Funds are not registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940. As a result, investors will not receive the protections of the Investment Company Act afforded to investors in registered
investment companies (i.e. "mutual funds"). The Fund's offering documents are not reviewed or approved by federal or state regulators and its privately placed interests are not federally or state registered. In addition,
the Fund may engage in trading on non- U.S. exchanges and markets. These markets and exchanges may exercise less regulatory oversight and supervision over transactions and participants in transactions.
Valuations — The net asset value of the Fund may be determined by its administrator in consultation with its manager or advisor, or based on information from the manager(s) of the underlying Fund(s). Certain portfolio
assets may be illiquid and without a readily ascertainable market value and accuracy of valuations of other managers may be difficult to verify. Since the value assigned to portfolio securities affects a manager's or
advisor's compensation, the manager's or advisor's involvement in the valuation process creates a potential conflict of interest. The value assigned to such securities may differ substantially from the value the Fund is
able to realize. Instances of mispriced portfolios, due to fraud or negligence, have occurred in the industry.

Fees and expenses — Funds may be subject to substantial charges for management, advisory and brokerage fees. It may be necessary for those pools that are subject to these charges to make substantial trading profits
to avoid depletion or exhaustion of their assets. Please refer to the Memorandum for a more complete description of risks and a comprehensive description of each expense to be charged the Fund.
Limited operating history — The Fund may have little or no operating history or performance and may use performance which may not reflect actual trading of the Fund and should be reviewed carefully. Investors
should not place undue reliance on hypothetical, pro forma or predecessor performance. The Fund's actual performance may differ substantially and may be volatile.
Reliance on key persons — The Fund's manager or advisor has total trading authority over the Fund and may be subject to various conflicts of interest. The death, disability or departure of the manager or advisor may
have a material effect on the Fund.
Concentration — The Fund may use a single advisor or employ a single strategy, which could mean a lack of diversification and higher risk. A fund of funds relies on the expertise of its underlying managers.
Counterparty and bankruptcy risk — Although KKR will attempt to limit its transactions to counterparties which are established, well-capitalized and creditworthy, the Funds will be subject to the risk of the inability of
counterparties to perform with respect to transactions, whether due to insolvency, bankruptcy or other causes, which could subject the Funds to substantial losses.
Limited liquidity — Your ability to redeem Interests will be limited and subject to certain restrictions and conditions under the applicable Limited Partner Agreement. No secondary public market for the sale of the
Interests exists, nor is one likely to develop. In addition, your Interests will not be freely transferable.
Tax risks — Investors in private equity funds such as the Fund are subject to pass-through tax treatment of their investment. Since profits may be reinvested in the Fund rather than distributed to investors, investors
may incur tax liabilities during a year in which they have not received a distribution of any cash from the Fund. In addition, it is likely that the Fund will not prepare Schedule K-1s in time for investors to file their returns
without requesting an extension of time to file.
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Volatile markets — Market prices are difficult to predict and are influenced by many factors, including: changes in interest rates, weather conditions, government intervention and changes in national and international
political and economic events. Please refer to the Memorandum for a more comprehensive description of volatility factors.
The above summary is not a complete list of the risks, tax considerations and other important disclosures involved in investing in the Fund and is subject to the more complete disclosures in the Memorandum, which
must be reviewed carefully prior to making an investment.
For investors being marketed by KKR MENA, this presentation is being made available by KKR MENA Limited on a confidential basis solely to professional clients (as defined by the Dubai Financial Services Authority) on a
“one-on-one” basis for the purpose of providing certain information about KKR and certain investment funds and other investment vehicles and products managed by KKR. KKR MENA Limited is a Dubai International
Financial Centre company which is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority.
The contents of this presentation is a Securities Advertisement within the meaning of the Authorised Persons Regulations issued by the Capital Markets Authority of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (the “AP Regulations”)
and is being circulated by KKR Saudi Limited in accordance with the AP Regulations. KKR Saudi Limited is authorised and regulated by the Capital Markets Authority of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia under license number
11154-10.
In Australia, this presentation is being distributed by KKR Australia Pty Limited (A.C.N 126 516 336 A.F.S.L 336127) and is directed to wholesale clients only as defined by Corporations Act 2001. The distribution of the
information in jurisdictions outside Australia may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession the information comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to
comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of an applicable jurisdiction. KKR and its directors or employees advise that they and persons associated with them may have an interest in the
financial products discussed and that they may receive brokerage, commissions, fees and other benefits and advantages, whether pecuniary or not and whether direct or indirect, in connection with the Fund and KKR
products.
Any investment products mentioned in this presentation have not been authorized by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission for sale to the public and accordingly this presentation is intended only for use by
persons who are "professional Investors" as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) of Hong Kong and any rules made under that Ordinance. This presentation and any information contained herein
may not be used other than by the person to whom it is addressed and may not be reproduced in any form or transferred to any person in Hong Kong. This presentation does not constitute an offer for any fund and any
subscription for a fund must be made pursuant to the fund offering document.
In the United Kingdom and Europe this presentation is being distributed by KKR Credit Advisors (Ireland) Unlimited Company, KKR Alternative Investment Management Unlimited Company, which are authorised and
regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland, KKR Credit Advisors (EMEA) LLP and KKR Capital Markets Limited, which are authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
This presentation is only being distributed to (A) persons who are outside of the United Kingdom or (B) persons who are (i) investment professionals falling within both Article 14 of the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 (Promotion of Collective Investment Schemes) (Exemptions) Order 2005 (the “CIS Promotion Order”) and Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Financial
Promotions Order”), (ii) high net worth companies and other persons falling within both Article 22 of the CIS Promotion Order and Article 49 of the Financial Promotion Order, (iii) other persons who fall within an
exemption both in the CIS Promotion Order and of the Financial Promotion Order or (iv) other persons to whom both an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity (within the meaning of section 21
Financial Services and (“FSMA”)) participate in a collective investment scheme (within the meaning Markets Act 2000 (FSMA)) and an invitation or inducement to of section 238 FSMA) can lawfully be communicated. The
persons specified in (B)(i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) above are collectively referred to as “Relevant Persons”. Any person in the United Kingdom who is not a Relevant Person should not act or rely on this presentation or any of its
contents.
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Introduction to KKR Real Estate

KKR Real Estate Platform
A global real estate firm with a differentiated approach to investing
Global Real Estate Footprint(2)

Key Figures

$38B(1)

135+

In assets under
management across
real estate equity &
debt

Investment &
asset management
professionals
globally

Offices in 12 cities
and in 9 countries

Fully Integrated
Real Estate Platform
Opportunistic Equity • Core+ Equity •
Listed Mortgage REIT • Real Estate Credit

Logistics/
Industrial

Residential

5.1 Million SQM
270 Properties

14,465 Units
341 Properties

Student &
Senior Living

Office

15,850 Beds
93 Properties

0.9 Million SQM
24 Properties

Hospitality

Other(3)

10,365 Keys
67 Properties

0.4 Million SQM
46 Properties

As of September 30, 2021, unless otherwise noted. For illustrative purposes only, subject to change. There can be no assurance that the committed amounts will be fully deployed. Please see Important Information at the beginning of this presentation for additional information. (1)
Figures represent AUM across all KKR real estate transactions since 2011; strategies include Real Estate Partners Americas, Real Estate Partners Europe, Asia Real Estate Partners, Property Partners Americas, Real Estate Credit, estimated value of Global Atlantic assets, Real Estate NBFC,
Private Equity funds, Special Situations, trophy single tenant investments in KKR Credit accounts, Balance Sheet investments and a pro rata portion of DRM’s AUM ($424 million). KKR does not act as an investment adviser to Drawbridge or any of its portfolio investments. Please see the
Important Information at the beginning of this presentation for additional information regarding KKR’s investment in DRM and Drawbridge and the calculation of AUM. Inclusive of estimated Global Atlantic assets. (2) Represents current Global exposure in KKR-sponsored real estate
funds. The investments made by the Strategy may differ from those reflected above by breadth of geography, sector, asset type, and deal type. Any transactions that have not closed are subject to customary closing conditions and there is no guarantee that such transactions will be
consummated, and if consummated, will be consummated on the terms and prices currently anticipated by KKR. (3) Other includes self-storage, mixed-use, retail, and net lease investments made from KKR real estate funds since inception.
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KKR Real Estate in Europe
Integrated within a broader firm with deep networks and resources
Local presence on the ground by KKR real estate team

KKR currently employs 366
professionals in Europe
Of which 250 are in London and 116 are
located in other cities regionally

Seven offices
Throughout Northern and Western Europe

Represents an office
with KKR employees

Represents an office
with KKR RE
professionals

Stockholm
3

Dublin
78
HQ

KKR Real Estate has a local
presence in several countries
Including France, Germany, Luxembourg(1)

Supported by the expertise of
various partners

Paris
13

London
250

Frankfurt
16

Luxembourg
2

Madrid
4

Including KKR-owned platforms or
operating partners
Note: As of October 2021. (1) Includes dedicated Senior Advisor and Finance Professionals. Note: KKR Senior Advisors are engaged as consultants and are not employees of KKR. Any compensation they receive generally will be paid for by the Fund and / or its portfolio investments and will
not be credited against the Fund’s management fees. Please see Important Information for additional disclosure.
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KKR Real Estate European Team
Team Optimized to Drive Performance and Portfolio Construction
Senior Leadership

Ralph Rosenberg

Guillaume Cassou

Seb d’Avanzo

Nicky Barker

Ian Williamson

Simon Marrison

New York | Partner
Head of Global RE

London | Partner
Head of RE Europe

London | MD
Head of RE Europe
Acquisitions

London | Director
Head of Asset Mgmt.

London | MD
Head of Core+ RE Europe

Paris | Senior Advisor(1)

Investment Team

Jan Baumgart

Mai-Lan de Marcilly

Charles Tutt

Rosa Brand

Ongoing Search

Diederik Schol

Managing Director, Frankfurt

Director, London

Director, London

Director, London

Director, Nordics

Principal, London

Armand
Cazalis de Fondouce

Mark Ekinde

Jan Werst

Lennard Gehrmann

Celia Oyhenart

Principal, London

Principal, Frankfurt

Associate, London

Analyst, London

Carl-Friedrich
Hardenberg

Principal, London

Analyst, London

Asset / Portfolio Management

Ashleigh
Hyland

Dawid
Lukaszuk

Principal, London

Associate, London

+3 Ongoing
Searches

Product and Relationship
Management

Tax, Legal and Capital Markets

George
Ewart-Parks

Tobias
Stemmler

Principal, London

Principal, Lux

Paul
Dixon

Deirdre
Kennedy(2)

Ongoing
Search

VP, London

Manager, London

Dedicated Capital
Markets Professional

Jon
Fiorello
Managing Director,
New York

Moritz
Mondovits
Principal, Frankfurt

Payson
Miller
Associate, New York

As of September 30, 2021. Please see Important Information at the beginning of this presentation for additional disclosure regarding KKR”s internal information barrier policies and procedures, which may limit the involvement of certain personnel in some investment discussions. (1) KKR
Senior Advisors are engaged as consultants and are not employees of KKR. Any compensation they receive generally will be paid for by the Fund and / or its portfolio investments and will not be credited against the Fund’s management fees. Please see Important Information for additional
disclosure. (2) Deirdre is starting in December 2021.
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KKR Real Estate Differentiator
Leveraging the “whole brain” of the Firm
KKR Real Estate
Integrated Real Estate Equity and Debt Team
Access to Differentiated Information

KKR Senior Advisors(1)

KKR Private Equity
and Infrastructure

Real Estate Industry Expertise
and Networks

Industry Trends

KKR Capital Markets
(“KCM”)
Creative Financing Solutions

KKR
Real Estate
Partners
Europe
Strategy

KKR Capstone
Operational Support

KKR Global
Public Affairs

KKR Credit

Regulatory and
Geopolitical Insights

Tenant
Underwriting

KKR Global Macro & Asset Allocation
Macro and Demographic Trends

Note: Please see Important Information at the beginning of this presentation for additional disclosure regarding KKR’s internal information barrier policies and procedures, which may limit the involvement of certain personnel in some investment discussions. (1) KKR Senior Advisors are
engaged as consultants and are not employees of KKR. Any compensation they receive generally will be paid for by the Fund and / or its portfolio investments and will not be credited against the Fund’s management fees. Please see Important Information for additional disclosure.
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II

REPE Fund Series Investment Strategy

Executive Summary
Strong Track Record

01
02

• REPE I: 16.1% Gross IRR and 10.1% Net IRR(1) with 56% Pro Forma LTV(2)
• REPE II: 23.5% Gross IRR and 19.7% Net IRR(3) with 60% Pro Forma LTV(4)

Experienced Team
• 23 RE professionals(5)
• Tenured Investment Committee: Average of ~30 years of investment experience and ~21 years at KKR

Synergies with A Leading European Platform

03
04
05
06

• Sourcing and diligence benefits with adjacencies to PE, Infra, Credit and GMAA teams(6)
• Local Real Estate team presence in London, Paris, Frankfurt, and Luxembourg(7)

Differentiated Approach to Investing
• Thematic focus on sectors and markets with attractive dynamics
• Focus on risk/reward, portfolio construction and pacing
• Strategies include: value-add/opportunistic, RE platforms and public securities/structured investments

Strong Alignment of Interest
• ~$640 million in GP and Employee capital commitmetted across REPE Fund Series

Harvesting and Deployment Activity(8)
• REPE I: Disposed nine investments to-date, bringing DPI to 88%
• REPE II: Closed 12 investments to-date, representing ~$1 billion(9) in committed equity, across logistics, residential, and ‘next-generation’ office
sectors; advanced pipeline of additional opportunities(10)
As of September 30, 2021, unless otherwise noted. (1) Representative of the Gross and Net IRRs of KKR Real Estate Partners Europe L.P. (the “REPE Main Fund”), which is denominated in in USD. KKR Real Estate Partners Europe (EEA) L.P. (the “REPE I EEA
Parallel Vehicle”), the parallel fund of the REPE Main Fund that is denominated in Euros, has generated Gross and Net IRRs of 13.6% and 9.6%. (2) Actual LTV is 52% in USD as of September 30, 2021. Pro Forma LTV of 56% is adjusted for senior debt
drawdowns on IlovIt and Single Home. (3) Representative of the Gross and Net IRRs of KKR Real Estate Partners Europe II (USD) SCSp (the “REPE II Main Fund”), which is denominated in USD. KKR Real Estate Partners Europe II (EUR) SCSp (the “REPE II EUR
Parallel Vehicle”), the parallel fund of the REPE II Main Fund that is denominated in Euros, has generated Gross and Net IRRs of 22.9% and 13.6%. Performance for REPE II has not been annualized. (4) Actual LTV is 49% in USD as of September 30, 2021. Pro
Forma LTV of 60% is adjusted for expected financings of assets underlying the Irish Logistics 2.0 and Mirastar Logistics UK platforms. (5) Includes investment, asset/portfolio management, senior advisor and dedicated legal and finance professionals. (6)
Please see Important Information at the beginning of this presentation for additional disclosure regarding KKR’s internal information barrier policies and procedures, which may limit the involvement of personnel in certain investment processes and
discussions. (7) Includes dedicated Senior Advisor and Finance Professionals. Note: KKR Senior Advisors are engaged as consultants and are not employees of KKR. Any compensation they receive generally will be paid for by the Fund and / or its portfolio
investments and will not be credited against the Fund’s management fees. Please see Important Information for additional disclosure. (8) As of November 2021. (9) As of September 30, 2021. Inclusive of deposits and pooled contributions, net of recycled
capital. (10) There can be no assurance that transactions under contract will be consummated, and if consummated, that they will be consummated on the terms and price currently anticipated.
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A Positive Economic Environment
We believe there are strong fundamentals for real estate investing in Europe
A Large
Addressable Market

• EU(1) and UK GDP of €15.6 trillion(2)
• EU and UK population of 514 million people(3)
• Mature economy

Fiscal Policy At
An Important
Turning Point

• Strong fiscal response to the pandemic
• EU recovery fund sets the stage for sustained economic
growth…
• …with the potential for meaningful structural change due
to green / digital focus

Supportive
Monetary Policy

• Monetary policy has been supportive
• Attractive spread between real estate yields and
financing costs
• Attractive for international capital

Europe’s
Heterogeneity
Creates
Opportunity

• Fragmented regional landscape
• Nuances on a per country / industry basis
• Political risk is a key part of diligence on potential
opportunities

Large RE Markets
with Good
Fundamentals

•
•
•
•

Rule of Law
Restrictive planning system
High liquidity with important domestic capital
Reasonable levels of supply and healthy occupier demand

Unless indicated, the above reflects the current market views, opinions and expectations of KKR based on its historic experience. Historic market trends are not reliable indicators of actual future market behavior or future performance of any particular investment or any KKR fund, vehicle
or account which, may differ materially, and are not to be relied upon as such. There can be no assurance that the investment objectives of the Strategy will be achieved, that any investments targeted pursuant to the Strategy's investment objectives will be made by the Fund or that a
Limited Partner will receive a return of its capital. (1) Note: EU stands for European Union. (2) Source: 2020 GDP - Eurostat (accessed October 2021). (3) Source: Eurostat as of 2020, accessed October 2021.
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Supported by Long-term Attractive Macro Trends
Leading to structural changes in the way we use and manage real estate

Changing
Demographics

Continued Consumer
Shifts In Spending Patterns

Decarbonization

Increasing number
of households

Rental vs. ownership

Necessary upgrades to
improve energy efficiency
of buildings

Aging population

E-commerce

Asset resilience more and
more critical

Work / life flexibility

EU green deal represents a
multi-decade investment
opportunity

Continuous urbanization

Experience over things

Note: As of September 30, 2021. Unless indicated, the above reflects the current market views, opinions and expectations of KKR based on its historic experience. Historic market trends are not reliable indicators of actual future market behavior or future performance of any particular
investment or any KKR fund, vehicle or account which, may differ materially, and are not to be relied upon as such. There can be no assurance that investors in any KKR fund, vehicle or account will receive a return of capital.
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Our Investment Approach
KKR’s platform drives idea generation, and we leverage the “whole brain” of the Firm to create value
Value-add

EXAMPLES IN REPE FUND SERIES(1)

•

Traditional asset improvement
strategy / “buy, fix, sell”

•

Deep value with operating
complexity

•

Multiple levers to create value

Credit & Special
Situations

Platforms
•

Thematic investing

•

Aggregation plays in
fragmented asset classes with
optionality on exit

•

Platform build-ups, public-toprivate, toe-holds

•

Ability to leverage KKR
expertise

•

Thematic ideas supported by
KKR Credit, driven by void in
financing markets,
restructurings, (di)stressed
situations

•

Structured equity, credit
investments, RE financing
platforms

•

Value creation on entry or
through downside protection
features

Beach

Heals

Newton

Colorado

Activate

Astrid

Organa

Velero

Mirastar Logistics(2)

Single Home

The specific investments shown above are provided solely for the purpose of illustrating the types of investments completed by REPE I and REPE II, and represent the most-recent hospitality, office, and industrial value-add investments and the largest office,
residential, student housing, and logistics/industrial platforms in REPE I and REPE II. The select investments do not reflect all investments made by REPE I and REPE II. Such select investments are not necessarily indicative of all or any investments that have
been made or may be made by REPE II and there can be no assurance that the investment team will be able to achieve its investment objectives or avoid substantial losses. The investment presented are not necessarily indicative of all or any investments
that may be made by the Fund and there can be no assurance that the Fund’s investment team will be able to achieve its investment objective or avoid substantial losses. The investments made by the Fund may differ from those made by REPE I by breadth
of geography, sector, asset type, or deal type. Please refer to the section titled “Appendix I – KKR Real Estate European Track Record” at the end of this presentation for the full track record of REPE I. Please see Important Information for additional disclosure
regarding KKR’s internal information barrier policies and procedures, which may limit the involvement of certain personnel in some investment decisions and discussions. (1) Examples shown represent the four largest deals by invested capital for Value-add
and Platforms. (2) Includes Mirastar Logistics UK and Mirastar Logistics Europe
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III

REPE II Portfolio

REPE II – Defensive and Thematic Portfolio
Strong focus on living, logistics, and ‘next generation’ office in Western and Northern Europe
markets
Geographic Exposure of REPE II Portfolio

Sector Exposure by Committed Capital

Office(1)
18%

6%

Logistics
/
Industri
al
53%

Denmark

Ireland

4%

UK(1)

48%

Netherlands

6%

Residential
29%

Germany

13%
France

19%

Italy

4%

Logistics/
Industrial

Residential

Office

Note: Represents REPE II committed capital in USD as of September 30, 2021. Totals may not sum due to rounding. (1) Includes KRE Buckeye LP.
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REPE II Portfolio as of Q3 2021 (1 of 2)
Investment

Acquisition
Year

Country

Location

Type

Sourcing

Description

Gross
MOIC
(Local
Currency)

Logistics/Industrial
Mirastar
Logistics
Europe

Mirastar
Logistics UK

Proprietary

• Pan-European logistics platform focused on key
markets including NL, Spain, Germany, and Italy
• Mix of existing assets, forward funding and
development of logistics buildings

1.4x

Proprietary

• Logistics platform focused on the UK
• Mix of existing assets, forward funding and
development of logistics buildings
• 50% ownership in Mirastar, the management
platform, alongside its two founders

1.1x

1.4x

2020

PanEuropean

2020

United
Kingdom

Logistics

Proprietary

• 83% stake in Etche, a French real estate platform
predominantly focused on logistics and industrial
• 105-asset portfolio across France spanning logistics,
light industrial and office

Logistics

Etche France

2020

France

Logistics /
Industrial

Irish Logistics
2.0

2021

Ireland

Logistics

Proprietary

• Irish logistics platform focused on an aggregation
strategy
• Initial acquisition of 10 asset portfolio

1.0x

Activate 2.0

2020

Ireland

Financing
Platform /
Residential

Proprietary

• Continuation of our finance platform in REPE I
(“Activate Capital”) with a mandate to lend to
residential developers in Ireland

1.0x

Velero

2020

Germany

Residential

Proprietary

• Acquisition stake in a leading German residential
asset manager and a portfolio of 7.5k units

1.2x

Harald

2021

Denmark

Residential

Proprietary

• Acquisition of portfolio of 309 apartment units across
nine residential properties in Copenhagen, Denmark

1.0x

Moda UK PRS(1)

2021

United
Kingdom

Residential

Proprietary

• Build-to-rent JV with Moda Living focused on creating
high quality residential buildings in key UK cities

1.0x

Residential

Note: Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Data as of September 30, 2021. Please see Important Information at the beginning of this presentation for how our performance is calculated.
(1)
On September 16, 2021, REPE II entered into a definitive agreement to acquire a leasehold interest in the first asset underlying this strategy. First two assets closed in Q3 2021.
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REPE II Portfolio as of Q3 2021 (2 of 2)
Investment

Acquisition
Year

Country

Description

Gross
MOIC
(Local
Currency)

Location

Type

Sourcing

United
Kingdom

Office

Proprietary

• Option to acquire a land site in the city center of
Manchester, UK to develop ~187K SF of office and
~19K SF of ancillary leisure space

1.0x

1.0x

1.2x

Office
St. Michaels(1)

Newton Offices

2021

2021

France

Office

Proprietary

• Continuation of flexible office platform in REPE I,
focused on developing, owning and managing high
quality office space in top French regional cities; fka
IlovIt

2020

PanEuropean

Public
Equity

Proprietary

• Commitment of up to €150 million to invest in real
estate public securities in order to capitalize on
market dislocation

Public Equity
KRE Buckeye

Note: Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Data as of September 30, 2021. Please see Important Information at the beginning of this presentation for how our performance is calculated.
(1)
On May 21, 2021, REPE II entered into a non-binding commitment to acquire St. Michaels, a land site in Manchester, UK.
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Mirastar Logistics (Logistics / Pan-Europe)
Includes Mirastar Logistics Europe and Mirastar Logistics UK
WHAT WE SAW(1)

DEAL SUMMARY

•
•
•

Acquisition of a strategic, majority stake in
Mirastar in Q1’20
Partnership with a leading industrial property
company to build a portfolio of high quality, welllocated assets across Europe
Aggregation strategy of existing assets, forwardfundings, and developments

•
•
•
•

Structural shift in demand for industrial
space driven by changing trade patterns and
supply chains
Mirastar has nearly 30 employees across
offices in London, Amsterdam and Madrid;
combined ~120+ years of experience across
senior team
Platform value creation potential through 3rd
party mandates
Build scale in a sector we like in a cost and
operationally efficient way

BUSINESS PLAN / PROGRESS

•
•
•
•

KKR ADVANTAGE






Proprietary sourcing through relationship
with Mirastar founders
KKR experience investing in the logistics
sector in Europe
Prior experience in structuring corporate
acquisitions as well as forward funding
transactions
KKR’s ability to act quickly and certainty of
execution

ASSET IMPRESSIONS

Scale an industrial/logistics platform across Europe by
acquiring and developing well-located assets in proximity to
gateway ports and major population centers
As of November 2021, 20 deals closed/signed and 10 under
offer in the UK, Netherlands, Italy, and Spain(2)
Robust pipeline of deals in various stages of diligence
Market opportunity remains attractive

As of September 30, 2021, unless otherwise noted. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Please see Important Information at the beginning of the presentation for additional information regarding performance calculations. (1) Source: Prologis Most Desirable Logistics Locations Survey, Savills Commercial. (2) There can be no
guarantee or assurance that this investment will be consummated, and if consummated, will be consummated on the terms, amounts and prices currently anticipated.
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Mirastar UK Portfolio
• 15 logistics assets totaling 2.9m sqft and $790 million all-in-cost (“AIC”)
• Geographic focus on South East and North West of England

• Mix of existing assets (52% of AIC) and development / forward fundings (48% of AIC)
Development / Forward Funding
11

Rayleigh | 439k sqft
Practical Completion: Q4 ‘21

Existing Assets

Barking | 96k sqft
Occupancy: 0%

4

Abingdon | 481k sqft
Practical Completion: Q4 ‘23

Widens I&II | 700k sqft
Practical Completion: Q1 ‘22

15
3

2

1

14

12 13

Bicester | 250k sqft
Practical Completion: Q4 ‘21 |
Occupancy: 100%

Leeds | 71k sqft
Occupancy: 100%

Bury | 119k sqft
Occupancy: 100%
6

5

3
2
6

Thurrock | 250k sqft
Occupancy: 100%

Basildon | 57k sqft
Occupancy: 100%
8

7

11 12

Runcorn | 97k sqft
Occupancy: 100%
9

9
10

13

15
14

1
4

Enfield | 102k sqft
Occupancy: 100%

Ipswich | 143k sqft
Occupancy: 100%

Lutterworth | 424k sqft
Occupancy: 100%

As of November 1, 2021, unless otherwise noted. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Wembley | 58k sqft
Occupancy: 100%

10 5
7

8

#

Existing Asset

#

Development / Forward Funding
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Mirastar Europe Portfolio – Netherlands & Italy
• The Dutch Portfolio consists of three forward fundings totaling 1.4m sqft and over $163 million AIC
• Morengo and Florence are the first two assets signed in Italy – 1.3m sqft forward fundings / direct developments representing $126
million AIC

1

3

3
1
Bleiswijk | 523k sqft | Practical Completion: Q3 ‘21 |
Occupancy: 49%

NL
2

Schiphol 1 | 371k sqft | Practical Completion: Q1 ‘22
4

2

4

Morengo| 753k sqft | Practical Completion: Q3 ‘22

Milan

5

A58 Roosendaal | 467k sqft | Practical Completion: Q4
‘21 | 69% under offer

#

IT

5

signed/closed

Florence| 538k sqft | Practical Completion: Q2 ‘23

As of October 25, 2021, unless otherwise noted.
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Etche France (Logistics / France)
DEAL SUMMARY

•
•
•
•

Acquisition of a 80% stake in Etche, a
French logistics / light industrial platform
At entry, fully-let portfolio of ~100 assets
with GAV of ~€250 million
Fully staffed platform that could further
invest in the sector
Very attractive entry basis at 7.8% entry
yield

WHAT WE SAW

•
•
•
•
•

Well-diversified portfolio by tenants and
sector exposure
Opportunity to improve financing
structure
Opportunity to grow through acquisitions
at accretive pricing
Positive macro environment for logistics /
light industrial

•
•
•
•
•





Sourced off-market through strong preexisting relationship with Etche
KKR experience investing in the logistics
sector in Europe
Prior experience in growing and
institutionalizing platforms

Optionality at exit given investor appetite
for the sector

BUSINESS PLAN / PROGRESS

•

KKR ADVANTAGE

Partial refinancing underway with HSBC and non-core
dispositions of retail/office assets
Increase rents through mark-to-market
Growth strategy to include portfolio acquisitions and single
asset transactions
Institutionalize the platform to optimize optionality at exit
Robust pipeline of deals in various stages of diligence
Market opportunity remains compelling

PORTFOLIO MAP AND ASSET TYPE
Rent by Location

18%

83%

Paris Area

Regional

Rent by Asset Type
Office
16%
35%
22%
27%

Logistics
Light
Industrial
X-Dock

As of September 30, 2021, unless otherwise noted. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Please see Important Information at the beginning of the presentation for additional information regarding performance calculations.
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Irish Logistics 2.0 (Logistics / Ireland)
DEAL SUMMARY

•
•
•

First acquisition of our Irish Industrial
Aggregation Strategy focused on accumulating
a portfolio of smaller-scale, income-producing
industrial assets in key infill Dublin locations
Acquisition of six infill urban industrial assets
totaling ~350k SF across three business parks
in Dublin, Ireland
Total acquisition cost of €54 million and REPE II
equity check of €17.8 million

WHAT WE SAW

•
•
•
•

Sub-2.0% industrial vacancy in Dublin,
coupled with strong and growing occupier
demand



Portfolio is ~25% under-rented with
approximately 5% vacancy. Ability to
capture growth through upcoming rent
reviews



•
•
•
•



Yield-arbitrage between smaller incomeproducing units and larger portfolios

Off-market transaction sourced on the
back off the existing relationship with
operating partner Palm Capital
KKR RE expertise in building platforms
through asset aggregation strategies
KKR experience in the logistic sector in
Europe

Former owners forced to sell due to
redemption requests and illiquidity of
other portfolio assets

INITIAL PORTFOLIO LOCATION AND ASSET PHOTOS

BUSINESS PLAN / PROGRESS

•

KKR ADVANTAGE

Lease up the vacancy and capture reversion through open
market rent reviews, in addition to improving the cash
yield through contractual rent step-ups

Grow the platform by investing ~€150 million in equity
through similar add-on transactions of logistics assets
Exit as a portfolio or through individual asset sales
KKR’s capital was funded at closing for the first portfolio
and will be subsequently funded for each additional addon acquisition
Robust pipeline, including portfolio 1.3 million SF under
exclusivity

1
2

3

As of September 30, 2021, unless otherwise noted. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Please see Important Information at the beginning of the presentation for additional information regarding performance calculations.
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Activate 2.0 (Financing Platform / Ireland)
DEAL SUMMARY

•

•
•

Creation of a specialist lending platform focused
on residential development in Ireland

Partnership with the Irish State (ISIF) (€500
million) as senior lender
Strategy to be continued in REPE II with new pool
of loans

WHAT WE SAW

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Originate loans to residential developers at up to
65% LTC, on average, at 8%-12% all-in target
return to Activate
Primary focus on Dublin
Create equity like returns to KKR with debt like
risk thanks to ISIF senior debt



Strongly recovering economy
Positive demographics
Historically low levels of housebuilding
Shortage of debt finance
Attractive terms from ISIF

BUSINESS PLAN

•

KKR ADVANTAGE




Strong macro conviction thanks to KKR
Global Macro and Dublin based teams
Leveraged KKR reputation in Dublin
Coordination between KKR RE, Credit
and Public Affairs team

INVESTMENT PROGRESS

•
•
•
•
•

Established platform to a market leader
Activate has originated ~€1,096 million+ of loans since inception, funding 61
developments to deliver ~12,750 homes(1)
Clients include listed companies, PE funds and local developers
€375 million drawn as of Q2’21, with strong pipeline
Vehicle established for follow-on investments in REPE II

As of September 30, 2021, unless otherwise noted. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Please see Important Information at the beginning of the presentation for additional information regarding performance calculations. REPE I, together
with related KKR employee commitments, contributes 49.6% of the Activate Capital Ltd. Investment program, and KKR Special Situations Fund II, together with related accounts, contributes the remaining 50.4%. (1) Total across all Activate lending entities,
as of June 30, 2021.
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Velero (Residential Platform / Germany)
DEAL SUMMARY

•
•
•

•

WHAT WE SAW

Acquisition of Berlin based, Velero Immobilien
AG, and a portfolio of ~7.5k affordable housing
units
Total acquisition cost of €494 million and KKR
equity check of ~€175 million (~€90 million
from REPE II)
5.4% gross
~€1,050/sqm)

rental

yield

(3.9%

•
•

net,

Velero management will co-invest 100% of
proceeds from the transaction

•

Unique opportunity to acquire a sizeable,
high-quality portfolio with substantial
value-add potential at discount to
replacement cost
Fully-internalised Velero platform with 90
property experts and detailed knowledge
of the portfolio
Strong micro-locations in Germany’s most
densely populated state North RhineWestphalia (60%) and in growing cities and
their catchment areas in Eastern Germany
(40%)

BUSINESS PLAN / INVESTMENT PROGRESS

•
•
•
•
•
•

KKR ADVANTAGE






Ability to step into a broken IPO process
and close the transaction in a short time
frame
Strong relationship with top management
based on ‘like & trust’ and shared vision
for the platform

KKR experience in the residential sector
and local team in Germany

PORTFOLIO LOCATION AND ASSET PHOTOS

Reduction of vacancy (currently ~11%)
Realization of reversionary potential (portfolio ~14%
below market rent)
Accretive capex underway
Refinancing completed with SocGen
Continued investment in portfolio’s quality and energy
efficiency
Robust pipeline of add-on deals in various stages of
diligence

As of September 30, 2021, unless otherwise noted. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Please see Important Information at the beginning of the presentation for additional information regarding performance calculations.
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Harald (Residential / Denmark)
DEAL SUMMARY

•
•
•
•

WHAT WE SAW

Acquisition of portfolio of 309 apartment units
in nine residential properties in Central and
Greater Copenhagen, Denmark

•

Total acquisition cost of DKK 912 million ($149
million) and REPE II equity check of DKK 244
million ($40 million)

•

JV between KKR and Nordic asset manager,
Fokus Asset Management A/S, who will act as
operating partner and co-invest 4% of the JV
equity

•

Entry valuation represents a ~10% discount to
market valuation

•

The Danish residential market is supported
by strong upside potential and downside
protection



The portfolio is located in attractive
locations, with structural lack of supply and
high population growth



Assets constructed or renovated in the
1990s and in good condition
Portfolio provides an excellent basis for
further growth domestically and into
further Nordics markets

BUSINESS PLAN

•

•
•
•

KKR ADVANTAGE



Off-market transaction introduced to KKR
Real Estate by Fokus, given long standing
‘like-and-trust’ relationship
KKR Real Estate has a strong track record
in value-add, residential investments
Alignment of interests and future
strategy: KKR and Fokus share ambitions
for further expansion in the Nordic
markets

PORTFOLIO LOCATION AND ASSET PHOTOS

At entry, we acquired the majority of units in all owner
associations

The business plan contemplates selling apartment units to
owner occupiers, leveraging the strong increase in
residential prices across the wider Copenhagen area
Privatizations will be executed by a local broker and
coordinated by Fokus
Harald represents KKR’s first transaction in Denmark and
is part of a larger strategy to acquire multifamily
properties in the Greater Copenhagen area and other
Danish growth cities, with the potential to expand to
Sweden and Finland

As of September 30, 2021, unless otherwise noted. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Please see Important Information at the beginning of the presentation for additional information regarding performance calculations.
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St. Michaels (Office / United Kingdom)
DEAL SUMMARY

•
•
•

WHAT WE SAW

Option to acquire a consented land site in
the city center of Manchester, UK to
develop ~187k SF of offices and ~19k SF of
ancillary leisure space

•

Asset expected to be constructed over a
two year period, beginning in Q1’22

•

Total all-in basis of £101 million and KKR
equity investment of approximately £30
million

•
•

Supportive
supply-demand
dynamics,
characterized by a shortage of Grade A office
space, buoyant and resilient occupational
demand, and a diverse local economy
Structured transaction, with protections
against cost overruns and exit optionality
Prime location in the heart of city center with
key transportation links

•
•




Off-market transaction awarded to KKR
Real Estate by successfully consummating
the transaction on a very short timeline
Partnering with Relentless, a Manchesterbased developer and asset manager, with
strong local relationships. Relentless has
been involved in the project for the last
few years and successfully secured
planning for the site

Building designed by renowned international
architects Skidmore, Owings & Merrill,
targeting best-in-class ESG certifications and
taking
into
account
post-pandemic
requirements

BUSINESS PLAN

•

KKR ADVANTAGE

PORTFOLIO LOCATION AND ASSET PHOTOS

Pre-letting part of the space during the development
period with an additional nine months to fully lease up the
space post-practical completion, based on underwriting
Vendor to roll a portion of the proceeds as co-investment
and stay in as 15% partner in the JV
Additional option for an independent phase II
development on the adjacent site for a residential-led
tower with planning already securing

As of September 30, 2021, unless otherwise noted. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Please see Important Information at the beginning of the presentation for additional information regarding performance calculations.
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Newton Offices (Office / France)
DEAL SUMMARY

•
•

•

WHAT WE SAW

Continuation of flexible office platform in
REPE I, focused on developing, owning and
managing high quality office space in top
French regional cities

•

In September 2021, closed on first asset in
REPE II, the forward funding of two,
freehold office buildings in Sophia
Antipolis (south of France) for ~€30 million
all-in-cost

•

To date, REPE I has acquired eight prime
office assets with strong locations in their
submarkets and above market standard
ESG ratings in the JV1 portfolio,
representing ~€77 million of REPE I
committed equity

•

•

Increasing demand from tenants seeking newly
built, high ESG-standard office space
Attractive supply/demand dynamics in top
regional cities across France
French regional cities have experienced
significant population and economic growth
over the last decade

Thesis established from deploying capital out
of REPE I and supported by structural changes
in office sector following COVID-19

BUSINESS PLAN

•
•
•

KKR ADVANTAGE







Proprietary sourcing
Continuing our partnership with Tivoli
Capital
Benefit
from
the
experience,
relationships and reputation garnered in
the market during JV1’s portfolio
construction
Leveraging existing vertically-integrated
platform which provides cost efficiencies

JV 1 PORTFOLIO LOCATION AND JV2 PIPELINE

Aggregate individual assets of €20-50 million to build a
diverse portfolio of flexible offices across regional cities in
France
Ability to build a prime office portfolio with assets that can
be operated with traditional leases, should the market
environment change
KKR REPE II engaged Newton ManCo, a portfolio equity
within REPE I, to provide certain asset management and
operating services for Sophia Cor Natura and other assets
purchased in REPE II which has significant economies of
scale

As of September 30, 2021, unless otherwise noted. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Please see Important Information at the beginning of the presentation for additional information regarding performance calculations.
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IV

Our Commitment to ESG

More Than a Decade of Innovation and Progress
KKR believes that managing ESG issues in our investments can help generate strong returns for
our investors while also having a positive impact on society
2008
Launched Green Portfolio
Program in partnership with the
Environmental Defense Fund
Partnership to support
management and organized
labor relationships

2012

2009

2010

2011

Became signatory to the United
Nations-backed Principles for
Responsible Investment

Became a BSR member

First annual ESG & Citizenship Report

Launched Responsible
Sourcing Initiative with 26
participating portfolio
companies

Launched the Employee Engagement Program
among U.S. industrials companies

Helped lead the development of the
American Investment Council’s
Guidelines for Responsible Investment

2016
Launched
Eco-Innovation Award to
recognize innovative
projects at portfolio
companies

Launched Vets @ Work Program
Endorsed the Institutional Limited Partners
Association Private Equity Principles

2015

2014

2013

Launched Green Solutions
Platform to support portfolio
companies on environmental
projects

Published formal KKR Global Private
Equity ESG policy

Joined Global Impact
Investing Network

Established KKR’s Inclusion and
Diversity Council

Joined Investor Network on
Climate Risk (Ceres)

Hired full-time energy manager as part
of KKR Capstone

Established KKR Global
Institute

Implemented Responsible
Contractor Policy for
Infrastructure
Launched partnership with
Transparency International
Launched partnership with
the American Heart
Association

2020
Published Responsible
Investment Policy covering
various asset classes globally

2017

2018

2019

Committed to leverage SASB
standards to diligence PE investments

Launched KKR Global Impact
Fund

Launched portfolio company Diversity Assessment

Committed to measure the
carbon footprint of the Firm

Achieved carbon neutrality at the Firm
level by purchasing verified, high-quality
carbon offsets

Published responses to the PRI
Limited Partners’ Responsible
Investment Due Diligence Questionnaire

Partnered with BSR on diversity and
inclusion best practices guide for
portfolio companies

Published first SASB report
Conducted ESG training at the
board level for ~250 attendees
Launched Climate Action
Education Series for KKR
portfolio companies

Note: Select milestones between 2008 and December 2020.
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A Commitment to Sustainability Across Assets and Countries
Mirastar Logistics
Netherlands & United Kingdom

Green façade with PV panels

Excellent

Beach Hotels
Spain

Biosphere certification & Cristal H&S
certification; water usage, recycling,
plastics use, local economy

Note: As of September 30, 2021, unless other indicated.

Newton Office
France

Very Good

Minimum accreditation for all
assets

La Villette Hotel
France

LED lighting, no single use plastic,
paperless check-in/out, EV charging

St Michaels Office
United Kingdom

Target Certifications: BREEAM
Outstanding, WELL Platinum , NABERS 5*,
Wired Platinum

Vintage Residential
Spain

High quality ESG improvements facilitated;
exit to core institutional investor
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Footnotes
Investors should carefully review the “Performance Notes” set forth below for detailed information regarding the calculation and presentation of performance information included in this Presentation. Unless otherwise specified, the investment
performance presented herein is as of September 30, 2021. Subsequent to September 30, 2021, the rapid, worldwide spread of COVID-19 continues to create global economic disruptions and uncertainty and difficult market and economic
conditions. Although the investment performance presented herein takes into account these effects as of September 30, 2021, it does not take into account subsequent events, the effects of which KKR expects will impact the aggregate
investment performance of REPE I, REPE II and the other KKR funds and the effects of which KKR expects will be material on the investment performance of certain individual investments described herein, particularly if the value of an investment
is determined in whole or in part by reference to public equity markets. KKR values investments by reference to one or more inputs, including, to the extent applicable, public and private market quotations for the investment, public and private
market quotations for assets the value of which can serve as a reference to the value of the investment, discounted cash flow analysis, valuation at multiples of specific financial measurements (e.g., NOI) based on multiples at which comparable
companies trade, and estimating the fair value of the assets and liabilities on an entity’s balance sheet. Please also see “Important Information” at the beginning of this Presentation for additional disclosure regarding the performance
information included herein. Past performance of any KKR-sponsored fund, account or investment is not indicative of future results of any Fund. Prospective investors are encouraged to contact KKR representatives to discuss the procedures and
methodologies used to calculate the information provided herein. Performance and additional information regarding REPE I and REPE II is available upon request.
REPE I and REPE II each utilize a subscription line credit facility primarily for purposes of interim financing of investments and borrowings generally are outstanding for less than 120 days (but may be outstanding for longer periods of time). As
further described in footnote 5 below, the impact of such borrowing (net of associated costs) results in a higher Gross IRR than would otherwise be the case had REPE I and REPE II called capital from investors to fund such investment (in lieu of
utilizing such leverage).
1.

“Equity Cost Basis” represents the amount of the original investment together with any related follow-on investments made thereafter as well as fees and expenses incurred through the closing of the investment that were capitalized into
the investment’s cost basis (including transaction fees, which will first be applied to reimburse KKR for any unrecouped broken deal expenses, and 100% of REPE I’s or REPE II’s, as applicable, share of the balance, if any, will be credited
against future management fees payable by REPE I or REPE II, as applicable). Non-U.S. dollar investment amounts are presented using foreign exchange spot rates on the date currency is purchased for the relevant investment. The Equity
Cost Basis figure for “Fund Expense” and “Line of Credit (Interest Expense)” represents the contributions by fund investors to the applicable fund to enable such fund to pay such expenses. The negative figure included in the Equity Cost
Basis for “Line of Credit” (if any) represents the aggregate principal amount outstanding under the revolving credit line established for the relevant fund awaiting repayment through future contributions by fund investors; positive figures
(which, in the aggregate, equal the negative Equity Cost Basis figure for “Line of Credit”) are included in the Equity Cost Basis of each investment made with borrowings under the revolving credit line that have not yet been repaid through
contributions by fund investors. “Line of Credit” and “Line of Credit (Interest Expense)” do not reflect borrowings made by subsidiary vehicles of the relevant fund. As a result, the Realized Value, Unrealized Value and Total Value of
investments made through subsidiary vehicles that have made such borrowings are shown net of borrowed amounts (i.e., a positive or negative value is shown where the value of the underlying asset exceeds or is less than the borrowing,
respectively). The Equity Cost Basis figure for “Pooled Contributions” represents investor contributions or drawdowns on a fund’s line of credit that are held by the applicable fund and are available for investments and fund expenses
pursuant to the applicable fund’s amended and restated limited partnership agreement. Any borrowing by Buckeye under the REPE II credit facility could remain outstanding for longer than 120 days and the preferred return will not accrue
on such borrowed amounts. REPE II’s commitment to Buckeye is expected to be drawn down on an as-needed basis to repay borrowings and pay interest under the credit facility or to meet other costs and expenses of Buckeye, such as
execution-related costs and expenses.

2.

“Realized Value” represents any proceeds from disposition and dividends or other forms of current income from investments that have been distributed to investors, including amounts deemed to have been distributed. With respect to
non-U.S. dollar denominated investments, foreign exchange spot rates on the date U.S. dollars are purchased for the relevant distribution are used. Realized gains and losses on investment related hedging positions are reflected in the
Realized Value of investments (rather than in the line item for “Foreign Exchange Gain/Loss”), which reflects only unrealized gains and losses on such positions. Distributions are made in U.S. dollars to limited partners who made U.S. dollar
denominated capital commitments and in euros to limited partners who made euro denominated capital commitments. For REPE I and REPE II, foreign exchange spot rates on the date U.S. dollars are purchased for the relevant distribution
are used. See “Foreign Exchange Gain/Loss” for the amount of gain/loss, if any, related to non-U.S. dollar/U.S. dollar foreign exchange contracts used to hedge foreign exchange risk on certain non-U.S. dollar denominated investments.
Investment-specific expenses that are not capitalized as part of the relevant investment’s cost basis are paid out of investment proceeds of the relevant investment before the applicable fund recognizes those proceeds. As a result, the
Realized Value of an investment is reduced when such investment-specific expenses are paid, and Realized Value for that investment is shown net of those paid investment-specific expenses. General fund expenses may also be paid out of
investment proceeds of an investment before the applicable fund recognizes those proceeds. As a result, the Realized Value of an investment is reduced when such general fund expenses are paid, and Realized Value for that investment is
shown net of those paid general fund expenses. For REPE I and REPE II, general fund expenses are paid from capital contributions or advance contributions, as applicable, of the partners (including the general partner).

3.

“Unrealized Value” of an investment represents the estimated value of the relevant investments as of September 30, 2021 determined by KKR in accordance with its valuation policy. With respect to non-U.S. dollar denominated
investments, for Unrealized Value (including cash interest that is accrued but unpaid), foreign exchange spot rates on the valuation date are used. See “Foreign Exchange Gain/Loss” for the amount of gain/loss, if any, related to non-U.S.
dollar/U.S. dollar foreign exchange contracts used to hedge foreign exchange risk on certain non-U.S. dollar denominated investments. For REPE I and REPE II, as applicable accrued and unpaid general fund expenses as of August 27, 2021
are reflected as Unrealized Value in the “Fund Expenses” line item. Any accrued and unpaid investment-specific expenses that are not capitalized as part of the relevant investment’s cost basis are included in the Unrealized Value for the
applicable investment. The Unrealized Value for “Foreign Exchange Gain/Loss” represents the aggregate value of the relevant fund’s foreign currency hedges as August 27, 2021. The Unrealized Value for “Line of Credit (Interest Expense)”
represents the accrued and unpaid interest on the aggregate outstanding amounts borrowed by REPE I or REPE II, as applicable, awaiting repayment through future contributions by fund investors. The Unrealized Value for “Line of Credit”
represents the aggregate principal amount outstanding under the revolving credit line established for REPE I or REPE II, as applicable, awaiting repayment through future contributions by fund investors, including borrowings for any
investments not yet repaid. The Unrealized Value for “Pooled Contributions” represents investor contributions or drawdowns on a fund’s line of credit that are held by the applicable fund and are available for investments and fund
expenses pursuant to the applicable fund’s amended and restated limited partnership agreement. As noted in Footnote 1 above, Buckeye currently utilizes the REPE II credit facility and the Unrealized Value reflected for Buckeye is net of
principal and/or interest related to such borrowings.

4.

“Total Value” represents the sum of the Realized Value and Unrealized Value with respect to the relevant investment(s).
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Footnotes (continued)
5.

“Gross IRR” and “Gross MOIC” represent the aggregate, compound, annual internal rate of return or multiple of invested capital, respectively, calculated on the basis of cash flows to and from all partners, but disregarding the payment by
limited partners (or, in the case of unrealized investments, accrual) of carried interest, management fees and organizational expenses payable by limited partners (whether actually paid or, including in respect of carried interest on
unrealized investments, accrued), which will reduce returns and, in the aggregate, are expected to be substantial. With respect to individual investments, “NA” is used to reflect investments that were either too recently acquired to be
meaningful or negative (in which case any such loss in value is reflected in the aggregate net and gross performance of the applicable fund as related cash flows have been included in the calculation of fund level Gross IRRs). Calculations of
Gross IRR at the investment level use the date of the investment itself, without regard to whether the investment was initially funded by investor contributions or by an external subscription credit facility that was later repaid with investor
contributions. The Gross IRR for any investment within one year of its closing has not been annualized. Calculations of Gross IRR at the fund level use the date of contribution by fund investors to the fund for the relevant investment (i.e.,
the due date for the relevant capital call notice). Generally, with respect to funds that borrow on a temporary basis prior to calling capital, if calculations of Gross IRR at the fund level used the dates of each investment rather than the
dates of each contribution by fund investors, then the Gross IRR would be lower since internal rate of return calculations are time-weighted and the relevant calculations would incorporate longer periods of time during which capital is
deployed. As of September 30, 2021, the Gross IRR for REPE Main Fund calculated in this manner would be 14.9% (instead of 16.1%) and for REPE EEA Parallel Fund Calculations of 12.6% (instead of 13.6%). As of September 30, 2021, the
Gross IRR for REPE II Main Fund calculated in this manner would be 32.0% (instead of 23.5%) and the Gross IRR for REPE II EUR Parallel Fund would be 31.6% (instead of 22.9%). Note that the Gross IRR for REPE I Main Fund is calculated in
USD and the Gross IRR for REPE I EEA Parallel Fund is calculated in EUR. The calculations of Gross IRR at the investment and fund level use the date of distribution from the applicable fund to investors (i.e., the date the fund wires cash to
investors or such cash is deemed to be distributed). Calculations of Gross IRR at the investment level use the date the applicable fund receives the investment proceeds (i.e., the date cash is received in the fund’s bank account). In
calculating Gross MOIC, KKR uses figures for the cost and total value of investments that have been rounded to the nearest $100,000. “Gross IRR ($)”, “Gross IRR (€)”, “Gross MOIC ($)” and “Gross MOIC (€)” means the IRR or multiple of
invested capital, as applicable, calculated at the investment level, and thus does not take into consideration carried interest, management fees and organizational expenses to be borne at the applicable fund level which will reduce returns
and, in the aggregate, are expected to be substantial. Moreover, the “Gross IRR – Local Currency” and “Gross MOIC – Local Currency” are calculated solely on the basis of the currency in which the relevant investment is denominated,
without giving effect to foreign exchange gain or loss resulting from the conversion of contributions to REPE I or REPE II, as applicable (which are made in U.S. dollars) into the relevant non-USD currency, any subsequent conversion of nonUSD currency proceeds into U.S. dollars for distribution to investors and the effect of foreign exchange contracts used to hedge foreign exchange risk on certain non-USD denominated investments, all or any of which may reduce returns
and may be material.

6.

REPE I, together with related KKR employee commitments, contributed 49.6% of the Activate Capital Ltd. investment program, and the KKR Special Situations Fund II, together with related investment vehicles and accounts, contributed the
remaining 50.4%. REPE II committed 50% of the Activate Capital Ltd. investment program, and KKR PCOP Fund III, together with other KKR accounts committed the remaining 50%. REPE II contributed 50% of the 94.9% stake in Velero, and
the KKR Dislocation Opportunities Fund and other KKR accounts committed the remaining 50%.

7.

References to Net IRR in the “Total Net Performance” line are to the aggregate, compound, annualized (except as noted below) internal rate of return calculated on the basis of cash flows to and from the limited partners only, including the
payment by limited partners of applicable carried interest (whether actually paid or, for unrealized investments, accrued), management fees and organizational expenses payable by limited partners (whether actually paid or, including in
respect of carried interest on unrealized investments, accrued). Calculations of Net IRR use the date of contribution by fund investors to the fund for the relevant investment (i.e., the due date for the capital call notice) and use the date of
distribution from the fund to investors (i.e., the date the fund wires cash to investors). Generally, with respect to funds that borrow on a temporary basis prior to calling capital, if calculations of Net IRR at the fund level used the dates of
each investment rather than the dates of each contribution by fund investors, then the Net IRR would be lower since internal rate of return calculations are time-weighted and the relevant calculations would incorporate longer periods of
time during which capital is deployed. . As of September 30, 2021, the Net IRR for REPE Main Fund calculated in this manner would be 10.2% (instead of 10.9%) and the Net IRR for REPE EEA Parallel Fund of 9.0% (instead of 9.6%). As of
September 30, 2021, the Net IRR for REPE II Main Fund calculated in this manner would be 27.2% (instead of 19.7%) and the Net IRR for REPE II EUR Parallel Fund would be 19.6% (instead of 13.6%). Note that the Net IRR for the REPE I Main
Fund and the REPE II USD Fund are calculated in USD and the Net IRR for the REPE I EEA Parallel Fund and the REPE II EUR Fund are calculated in EUR.

8.

References to Net MOIC in the “Total Net Performance” line are to the multiple of invested capital calculated on the basis of cash flows to and from the limited partners only, including the payment by limited partners of applicable carried
interest (whether actually paid or, for unrealized investments, accrued), management fees and organizational expenses. Net IRRs and Net MOICs do not include the investment by the general partner of the relevant fund. Net IRRs and Net
MOICs do however include the investment by affiliates of the general partner and proprietary limited partners, some of whom may pay reduced and/or no management fees and carried interest, (i) affiliates of the general partner and
proprietary limited partners, including affiliates funded in part through financing provided by one or more third parties and (ii) strategic partnerships and other limited partners that are party to multi-fund contractual relationships. These
investors often pay reduced and/or no management fees and carried interest at the fund level, and typically pay management fees and/or carried interest at the level of the relevant investor (i.e., “above” the fund). These “above the fund”
fees and carry are not taken into account in calculating Net IRRs and Net MOICs of the relevant fund as they are not cash flows of the relevant fund. Inclusion of just the fund-level cash flows of these investors (which, with respect to more
recent funds, comprise a significant proportion of the relevant fund) in the calculation of Net IRRs and Net MOIC has the general effect of increasing Net IRRs and Net MOICs since Net IRRs and Net MOICs are average returns for all limited
partners. Since Net IRRs and Net MOICs are average returns for all limited partners, they do not necessarily reflect the actual return of any particular investor. Expenses (both investment-specific expenses and general fund expenses) are
taken into account in the calculations of Gross IRR and Gross MOIC at the fund level given the impact that expenses have on Equity Cost Basis, Realized Value and Unrealized Value as described in footnotes 1, 2 and 3 above. Since these
expenses are factored into gross returns, they do not impact the difference between gross and net returns at the fund level. Certain recently established KKR funds, including REPE I and REPE II, require a return of all organizational expenses
and management fees that have been contributed to date prior to paying any carried interest to the relevant general partner. As a result, in these more recent funds, a disproportionate amount of investment proceeds will be returned to
limited partners earlier in the life of these funds. Consequently, the Net IRRs and Net MOICs for these funds will appear higher in the early years of their lives than if only an allocable portion of organizational expenses and management
fees were returned prior to paying carried interest to the relevant general partner.

9.

On May 21, 2021, REPE II entered into a non-binding commitment to acquire St. Michaels, a land site in Manchester, UK.

10.

Net IRR and Net MOIC are not available for individual investments because they cannot be calculated without making arbitrary assumptions regarding the allocation of fund level fees, expenses and carried interest to each investment. The
carried interest and management fee rates are not consistent for all limited partners in each of the funds. Certain limited partners are subject to lower rates of carried interest and management fees than other limited partners in the same
fund, depending on the size of the capital commitment of the relevant limited partner and/or the date such limited partner was admitted to the relevant fund. The Net IRR presented for each of the funds is calculated on the basis of cash
flows to all limited partners in the relevant fund, and, as a result, does not reflect the “Net IRR” for any individual limited partner. Prospective investors should also note that the management fee, carried interest, and expense terms of
REPE I and REPE II differ from those of other KKR funds and could be higher, depending on the circumstances (resulting in reduced returns for investors). In addition, returns are not net of taxes borne or to be borne by investors (including
withholding taxes).
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Footnotes (continued)
11.

An investment is considered to be fully realized when it has been fully disposed of. An investment is considered to be partially realized if it has been partially disposed of or has otherwise generated disposition proceeds and / or dividends
or other forms of realization. As indicated above, the above performance information, including Gross IRR, Net IRR, Gross MOIC, and Net MOIC reflect, in the case of unrealized or partially realized investments, internal valuations by KKR or
the relevant investment or portion thereof as of September 30, 2021. Actual realized returns on partially or fully unrealized investments included in the performance information in this Presentation will depend on, among other factors,
future operating results, the value of the assets, and market conditions at the time of disposition, any related transaction costs, and the timing and manner of sale, all of which may differ from the assumptions on which the KKR valuations
used in the performance data contained in this Presentation are based. Accordingly, the actual realized return of these unrealized investments may differ materially from the returns reflected above and may be lower than the returns
shown. In the case of unrealized investments, Gross and Net IRRs and Gross and Net MOICs are based on KKR’s internal valuations as of the applicable date.

Negative IRRs and IRRs and MOICs for line items for which returns are not meaningful (e.g., interest expense) are presented as “NA.”
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